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Medicine andthe Media

T IHE FIRST television film to be centred on AIDS has just been
shown, and it will be interesting to see how the public responds

to this novel medium for education about this terrible disease. We
have had news coverage, documentaries, an advertising campaign, a
run of books, and a successful play, while an increasing number of
people gain their own direct or indirect experiences of AIDS. I use
the word education since most adults receive their education about
such new subjects from the media, who are also, if not exclusively,
in the entertainment business. Misunderstanding and prejudice
about AIDS still abound, not least because some of the information
that has been disseminated by news media has been highly
misleading.
Can a fictional film account designed for a mass audience offer

anything better? The answer is yes. Firstly, not everyone has read
the factually correct newspaper advertising campaign (about 40%
on my own straw polls in various community groups). A somewhat
different and potentially larger audience watches television,
especially television films. Secondly, film puts across its message in
a totally different way, insidiously even, and in the context of an
essentially familiar formula.

This is certainly how An Early Frost (ITV, 3 May) came across.
There was nothing complicated about the plot: a young and
successful lawyer developed AIDS and had to confront his family
simultaneously with his diagnosis and his homosexuality-in
reality, a frequent occurrence. The different responses crossed a
wide but familiar spectrum. The mother was anguished but spurred
by compassion into acceptance; the father was furiously resentful
and struggled to express the genuine feelings he had for his son; the
grandmother was wise and down to earth; and the sister accepted
the homosexuality but found it impossible to come near her brother
because of the perceived implications of AIDS for her pregnancy.

The tensions between the "hero" and his lover touched on the
interpersonal conflicts that AIDS can provoke, and vignettes of a
reluctant ambulance crew, a stark counselling group, its varied
protagonists, and some overstretched hospital staff spoke volumes.

I was sorry that the doctors, although depicted as caring and
sympathetic, didn't seem to have enough time to explain things
properly to their patients. But then all the emotional events were
necessarily telescoped into a tiny fraction of their normal duration.
That one was aware of this was a credit to the success of the film in
conveying a true sense of the feelings of those who face such
problems. I am sure that they would feel even more intensely some
of the frustration I felt in this contraction, but I hope that they
would echo my applause at the sensitivity with which the translation
into film was achieved.

In the film nobody really came out of the scrutiny well until they
had gone through their baptism offire, except ofcourse the patients.
The portrayals were believable and finely judged, without pathos.
In provoking tears from our au pair girl it seems to have hit the right
note-because there's a lot to cry about, not just about AIDS but
about what it has shown up in our society. This was an important
film not least because it was a timely and accurate portrayal ofsome
of our society's responses to AIDS. The message was not con-
strained by the medium-on the contrary, it showed how a fictional
account can come closer to examining the real issues than can many
accounts from the news media that have purported to be factual. Its
simple message must surely have got home. Time will tell. We need
more examples of this sensitive and constructive use of art forms to
convey the real world. Who knows, we may yet get an opera on
AIDS that can leave the tabloids standing.

ANTHONY J PINCHING, clinical immunologist, London.

EXPOUNDING THE theory that like charity good public
relations begins at home, Roger Silver and his team bravely

devote the first section of their book, Health Service Public
Relations: a Guide to Good Practice (Oxford University Press,
£5-95), to instructing managers on improving communications
between management and staffand between staffand patients. The
main message for managers is that staff must be properly briefed
and a mutual understanding maintained.

Doctors too are a target audience for the book as they are
increasingly expected to represent their colleagues' views to a wider
public. The authors explain the channels ofcommunication open to
the manager or clinician using case studies offour actual campaigns,
each with different messages and objectives. The campaign on
cancer education in a Manchester store will be of particular interest
to clinicians: as the campaign expanded, department stores, with
their heavy throughput of shoppers, were preferred to libraries or
town halls. Leaflets and brochures were used, and the section on
their wider use (complete with a step by step guide from drafting to
production) is clearly set out.

Audiovisual programmes, exhibitions, house journals, and staff
newsletters are systematically explained with sufficient detail to
enable the reader to oversee any project. The checklist for running a
public meeting is invaluable, and those ofus organising the Princess
of Wales's recent visit to BMA House will testify that the section on
royal visits is carefully documented.
The second part of the book is devoted to press relations, and the

authors point out that good relations with the media are more likely
if an organisation has mastered the rest of its public relations-but
anyone who is in a hurry to establish press contacts can turn straight
to this section. The overriding message is positive: organise press
conferences, visits, and briefings, write press statements, ring
journalists, and generally ensure the message is put across. The
guidance is always practical with a superb section on responding in
an emergency, covering major accidents and mistakes in-hospitals.

Clinicians are well guided by the advice under "doctors, patients
and the media." But, as a patient, I have to say that the DHSS
guidance on confidentiality, which allows patients' names to be
released to the press in the event of an accident, needs to be
tightened up.-PAMELA TAYLOR, head of public affairs, BMA.

Correction

Mortality in patients with testicular cancer: report of the Anglia and
Trent testicular tumour groups

In the Discussion section of this paper (8 March, p 673) it is stated that
combination therapy with bleomycin, etoposide and cisplatinum (BEP) has been
used with success to treat patients with intracerebral teratomas with metastases.
The quoted reference, however (8), refers to the use of the seven drug
combination POMB/ACE.
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